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A Rowdy Assembly

First, an explanatory word.
Quite possibly you will have heard

Of Mr T. S. Eliot,

A gentleman who wrote a lot

Of poems about London Cats,

Their habits and their habitats,

Their fanciful and florid names,

Their exploits, dark deeds, pranks and games.

He put these poems in his Book

Of Practical Cats. Go, take a look:



You’re bound to learn a thing or two.

It’s stuffed with facts, some of them true –

Or partly true – or not all lies;

Cat secrets likely to surprise

The most informed Ailurophile;

And cat jokes that will bring a smile

To even the stern Ailurophobe

(A character as glum as Job).



Ailurophobe? Ailurophile?

I’m trying to imitate the style

Of T. S. E., who thought it fun

To faze and flummox everyone

With far-fetched and old-fangled words,

Nowadays strictly for the birds;

But, knowing the dictionary by heart,

He versified them with an art

That I can’t match; so let’s get back,

Quick as we can, on the right track . . .



Practical Cats is wise and witty,

And all agree it was a pity

He never wrote the book he’d mooted

Of Consequential Dogs, which suited

His genius, surely, just as well,

Dogs being, you might say, parallel –

Or mirrorwise – or contrary

To cats. As all the world can see,

Dog is the opposite of cat,

As thin is the opposite of fat,

Or round the opposite of flat,

Or shoe the opposite of hat,
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Or ball the opposite of bat,

Or this the opposite of that.

So, to achieve a fairer view,

Not cat or dog alone will do

But both must be placed side by side,

Contrasting points identified,

And their whole wealth of gifts and talents

Totted up and shown to balance.

With this in mind, albeit humbly,

I’ve rounded up a rowdy assembly

Of my own Consequential Dogs

As counterparts to Eliot’s mogs.

Mine are a rough and ready bunch:

You wouldn’t take them out to lunch



At some snoot-uppity restaurant,

Or introduce them to an Aunt

You hope might leave you heaps of money;

But if they strike you as friendly, funny,

Full of bounce and fond of a romp,

Forgetful of poetic pomp,

I trust you’ll take them as you find them

And, at the very least, not mind them.
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